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Figure 1: Example of a payload pentachart

To analyze the program, the payloads in the pool were
summarized from various reports, flight data was
analyzed, and reports displaying the flight data results
were created.
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The mission of NASA’s Flight Opportunities Program
(FOP) is to help develop space technologies and
provide commercial suborbital flight opportunities to
increase technology maturation. In order for FOP to
mature payloads as desired, some may require
multiple flights on more than one platform.
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Power spectral density (PSD) and root mean square
(RMS) are used to analyze accelerometer data from
parabolic flights. Microsoft Excel and MATLAB were
important tools used for analyzing data.
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This information was used to assess technology
advancement and flight environment suitability.

Results
Figure 2: Graph of Accelerometer Data
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Survey program activities and technologies to
assess effectiveness of maturation of new gamechanging technologies
Analyze accelerometer data to determine quality of
flights

The analysis of program activities, technology
maturation, and flight quality will provide insights to
improve overall program performance, reduce future
program risk, and eliminate barriers for new
technology insertion into future NASA space missions.
Evaluating the quality of microgravity flights will
allow for comparison with the ISS and other aircraft to
compare performance of microgravity. Looking at the
PSD charts across various platforms will help evaluate
flight provider performance and set standards.
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